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CALL
TO ACTION
Support Our Work

Founded in 2016, TRANET-Africa is a Not-for-Profit Organization registered as a
Company Limited by Guarantee with the Uganda Registrations Services Bureau (URSB)
on the 14th day of August 2018 under registration number 80020001178149 with a
vision of a society where the leadership upholds the ideals of social justice and good
governance where social justice defenders enjoy the freedom and security to undertake
their legitimate activities and mission to enhance social justice as well as build and
protect a cadre of leaders at risk because of their peaceful and legitimate activities
advancing processes that eliminate social injustice through research, advocacy,
networking and capacity building.
Since her inception, TRANET-Africa has undertaken initiatives that seek to enhance
capacities of civil societies amid shrinking civic space, enhance protection and safety of
social justice defenders (HRDs) to uphold social justice and good governance,
specifically we are believe that social injustice is perpetuated by the imbalanced distribution of resources, poor service delivery, lack of accountability and perpetual misuse and
embezzlement of public funds hampering equitable public service delivery and as a
result, we focus much on our attention on human rights defenders advancing ocial
accountability, anti-corruption, and those eliminating harmful social and traditional
practices fostering social discrimination) as well as delving in research, documentation
and campaigning for social justice and protection of social justice defenders at risk
across the region.
TRANET-Africa is a founding member of the Migration NetworkGlobal a group of civil society organizations undertaking work on migrant workers’
rights, and addressing causes of irregular and regular migration from the countries of
origin across the globe. It is also a member of the Protection Working Group of the
Global Coalition, Youth, Peace and Security Coordinated by the office of the UN
Secretary General’s Envoy on Youth. TRANET-Africa coordinates the African Youth
Human Rights Defenders Network, a network of young activists and organizations
advancing the rights of young people in their diversity across the African continent.
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TRANET-Africa altogether implements the Annual Youth Civil Society Symposium; a
platform for youth civil society leaders to network, learn and share knowledge,
deliberate on the shrinking civic space and forge ways on how to respond to the effects
caused by declining civic space. It is also a platform for youth civil society leaders to
heal from the psychological traumas of the frontline work especially for those who are
under threat and are facing serious security risks as a result of their legitimate and
peaceful work and have not benefited from existing protection mechanisms.
The symposium offers youth civil society leaders to discuss, learn and invigorate issues
of corporate governance, accountability and transparency as means of fostering youth
CSO legitimacy, resourcing and access to funding among others. Participants further
build their capacities on pressing issues such as physical, personal as well as digital
security and cyber harassment for female youth civil society leaders.

To donate today kindly send us an email via donations@tranetafrica.org.

To partner in the implementation of the Annual Youth Civil Society Symposium, kindly
send us an email via partnerships@tranetafrica.org for general inquiries kindly emails us
via info@tranetafrica.org .
You can make donations from as low as 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and or 200 dollars per month
for every month or choose your own giving plan.

BECOME OUR MEMBER
Membership to TRANET-AFRICA is open to individuals and organizations who believe in
the Vision and Mission of the organization. Typical members are those who are concerned
and or are undertaking work on social justice, anti-corruption, good governance,
accountability and human rights among others as these resonate and or affect social justice
in one way or the other. Members of TRANET-Africa benefit from a wide range of
capacity building opportunities, reading resources, networking, knowledge sharing,
notifications on calls for proposals and whenever available, financial support. To apply
for membership and to learn more about our programming and activities, kindly visit
https://tranetafrica.org/become-member-membership-guidelines

BECOME A MEMBER OF THE TRANET-AFRICA YOUTH
HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS NETWORK
The African Youth Human Rights Defenders Forum is a platform for Youth Human Rights
Defenders from across the continent advancing youth rights. It has for four thematic areas,
young women human rights, anti-corruption and accountability, sexual and reproductive
health rights and students human rights defenders. Typically, the Human Rights Defenders
are involved in ensuring that the African youth chatter is domesticated and youth rights are
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APPLY TO BECOME OUR VOLUNTEERS
AND OR INTERNS

TRANET-AFRICA believes that the civic leaders of tomorrow can be made today. We
provide a platform for civic leaders and those with interest in leadership, governance,
youth, women’s rights, social justice, human rights among others to learn, network and
develop their civic abilities for application in the different spheres of their lives.
TRANET-AFRICA is currently recruiting volunteers from across the continent who will
mostly be involved in documenting, following and analyzing trends in civic space,
situation of human rights defenders and civil society across the continent and most
especially in the regional economic blocs. Selected applicants will involve in representing
TRANET-AFRICA in certain forums, facilitate engagement with a varied range of
stakeholders ranging from government, civil society actors, regional economic blocks,
international organizations among others. The ideal candidate will be involved in
identifying opportunities for TRANET-AFRICA to take advantage of and constantly
keep track and document the youth human rights defenders at risk, the nature of their
work and their protraction needs.
Interested applicants must have access to the internet, be knowledgeable or have keen
interest in human rights, social justice, women and gender, governance, anti-corruption
and accountability, freedom of expression and assembly among others.
We are recruiting civic volunteers for the East African Community EAC, southern Africa
development community SADC, Intergovernmental Authority in Development IGAD,
Central African Economic Community, West African Development Community and the
Sahel Maghreb Community. Applicants are involved in facilitating engagement with
Regional Economic Blocks and the African Union
Selected candidates will benefit from a range of capacity building and networking
opportunities. Possession of a degree in community development, human rights,
international relations, economic development and others is an added advantage. The
deal candidate should be between the ages of 23-35 years of age. Applicants who are
able to demonstrate previous engagement in the same areas stand a higher chance. To
apply for the volunteer opportunities, kindly send us an email at jobs@tranetafrica.org
with the title ‘APPLICATION FOR POSITION OF REGIONAL VOLUNTEERS.’
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The TRANET-Africa Watch, is a publication dedicated to highlighting the work, impact

and success of TRANET-Africa and documenting human rights, social justice, civil society
and civic space issues across Africa. Specifically, the TRANET-Africa watch will follow
regular occurrences at the African Union, Regional Economic Blocks (RECs) and at
country levels across Africa.

Among other critical issues of the TRANET-Africa Watch are to profile African social
justice defenders doing great work and highlight their work, create awareness about the
works of young people who are hardly recognized in the frontlines of social justice and
widening civic space and a platform for young people to tell their stories of struggles at
the frontlines in Africa among others.
This inaugural edition is dedicated to specifically highlight the impact, progress and the
future plans of the organization. In this inaugural edition therefore, you will find
information about the call to action where we are calling on well-wishers, partners and
donors among others to support our work and organizations as well as individuals to
become members. This document give s brief summary of benefits of being a member
of TRANET-Africa ranging from access to capacity building opportunities, networking,
call for proposal and other opportunities.
In the chairperson, board of directors, she acknowledges the tireless efforts of the
secretariat team despite the challenges times and thanks the AGM for nominating her to
the board and later being elected to the position of chair by those nominated to the
board.
The publication contains a forward from the executive director who gives an overview
of what the organization has gone through from the time of inception to where we are
today. He ends by calling on partners to support the work of the organization.
As you continue to read, you will find information about TRANET-Africa at a glance
where we provide an overview of TRANET-Africa’s impact in terms of training, research
and advocacy, protection and temporary relocation of human rights defenders at risk,
details of the undertakings of TRANET-Africa in the last five years, brief about the strategic plan 2020-2030, communications about TRANET-Africa in the media and social
media, challenges, lessons learnt, future plans and pictorial section.
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FOREWORD BY THE CHAIRPERSON
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
In 2016, TRANET-Africa started a journey, that we didn’t know
where it would leads us. Today, looking back to where we have
come from, what we have encountered and what we have been
able to achieve amid those obstacles demonstrates how much
more we are able to do with sufficient funding.
Our aspiration was to establish an institution that lasts the taste
of time and contribute to building a generation of leaders who
espouse transformative values and to protect our social justice
agents who come to risk as a result of their peaceful and legitimate activities. We
decided to name ourselves Transformative Leaders Network- Africa (TRANET-Africa).
On the 10th of December 2021, members voted me into the position of the Chairperson
Board of Directors after serving as a board member in the previous board.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to thank the secretariat for their endless sacrifices
that they continue make on a day to day basis for the sake of the institution. I, in a very
special way would like to thank Mr. Ekakoro Fredrick Etoori for his tireless efforts. We
will continue to rely on his able leadership to take TRANET-Africa to the next level as we
seek to continue implementing our strategic plan 2020-2030.
The TRANET -Africa Watch is intended to enhance TRANET-Africa’s communication with
the outside world and shall be published quarterly. The first edition of this initiative brings
together a collection of our achievements, impacts and aspirations as a ground breaking
document since our inception in 2016. The preceding versions of this document shall
focus on our quarterly undertakings and shall be published four times each year. Stories
of our beneficiaries, our activities and impact shall be communicated through this
wonderful initiative.
TRANET-Africa continues to strengthen her systems as part of this strategic planning
process. What we are today, is not what we were yesterday, in terms of governance,
systems, accountability and programme implementation. There is manifest a growing
clarity in the way we design and implement our programmes.
On that note therefore, I call upon potential partners to support our work as we seek to
implement lasting, meaningful and impactful programmes and initiatives. I welcome you
to read and comprehend our journey from 2016 to date.
Thank you so much.
Ms. VIOLA KARUNGI
CHAIRPERSON BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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FOREWORD BY THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
In 2020 the world experienced the global outbreak of the Covid-19
pandemic. Due to the measures that were imposed by the President
of Uganda, just like many other organizations, our operations were
equally drastically disrupted. Access to funding became a myth for us
We would never have imagined ourselves getting back on truck
with more commitment and resolve the way we have. This come
back demonstrates that we are not just an institution that cannot
survive beyond the donor funding.
While Covid-19 came with negative effects, it has taught us to be creative and innovative
in how we manage our organizations and how we communicate. This publication, the
first of its kind from our side is as a result of taking positives from bad situations.
For long, both internal and external communications was a challenge to us and most
times in spite of the various significant achievements we have registered, communication
with allies, partners, members and the general public was a still wanting. Through this
publication, we will periodically communicate our achievements and success to our
partners, allies, donors and the general public among others on a quarterly basis. This
document builds on the key components of our resource mobilization strategy
2020-2030… harmonized messaging, communication and visibility.

issues affecting social justice. While we have not yet raised the funds to operationalize this
initiative, we are hopeful that with time, it will be a success. In 2021 we commenced the
study on examining the government legislation on the operating environment for civil
society organizations in Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania and published a report.
Consequently, a policy brief on the operating environment for civil society organizations
in Uganda has been developed and will guide our campaigning work in this area.
The growth of this organization has been because of the dedication of our volunteers to
work in spite of the glaring challenges. It has been more about learning and unlearning
We have made mistakes, but the beauty of making mistakes shows that we are trying.
For every mistake, if we look at the lesson we learn, we become even better people.
I am grateful to each and every one who has and continues to stand with us. On behalf
of the staff, volunteers and interns of TRANET-Africa, I want to thank all those that take
their time to comment, like and retweet or share our social media posts and pages.
I would go on and on, but as you continue to read through this document, you will find
details of our achievements, impact and plans. I welcome you to read this amazing
document and still kindly appeal to potential partners to work and support our efforts.
Yours in service

EKAKORO FREDRICK ETOORI
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Every day that passes by, we learn something new and in the processes become experts
in what we do. Over the years, we have done many wonderful things. For instance,
in 2018 we staged the first symposium on youth civil society in Uganda and developed
a report. In the same year, we conducted national and regional consultations with
students’ leaders and student human rights defenders in schools and institutions of higher
learning in Uganda on gender based violence and the rights of student human rights
defenders and produced a report as part of our human rights defenders programme.
n the same year 2018, we started the now Leadership Building Initiative (then Start and
Improve Your Career programme) aimed at enhancing the leadership, digital skills,
personal and digital security of social justice activities among others. In May 2020 we
launched the first every comprehensive report on youth human rights defenders in Africa.
In the same year we conducted an assessment of the effects of covid-19 on the operations
of civil society especially youth civil society and came up with an initiative, Crisis Rapid
Response fund (CRRF) aimed at enabling social justice activists to respond to time pressing
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INTRODUCTION:

ABOUT TRANSFORMATIVE LEADERS NETWORK-AFRICA (TRANET-AFRICA) AND
THE TRANET-AFRICA WATCH

Founded in 2016, TRANET-Africa is a Not-for-Profit Organization registered as a Company
Limited by Guarantee with the Uganda Registrations Services Bureau (URSB) on the 14th
day of August 2018 under registration number 80020001178149 with a Vision of a society
where the leadership upholds the ideals of social justice and good governance where social
justice defenders enjoy the freedom and security to undertake their legitimate activities &
mission to enhance social justice as well as build and protect a cadre of civic leaders at risk
because of their peaceful and legitimate activities advancing processes that eliminate social
injustice through research, advocacy, networking and capacity building.
Since her inception, TRANET-Africa has undertaken initiatives that seek to enhance capacities of civil societies amid shrinking civic space, enhance protection and safety of social
justice defenders (HRDs) to uphold social justice and good governance as well as delving
gin research, documentation and campaigning for social justice and protection of social
justice defenders across the region. TRANET-Africa is a founding member of the Migration
Network- Global a group of civil society organizations undertaking work on migrant workers’ rights, and addressing causes of irregular and regular migration from the countries of
origin across the globe. It is also a member of the Protection Working Group of the Global
Coalition, Youth, Peace and Security Coordinated by the office of the UN Secretary
General’s Envoy on Youth. TRANET-Africa coordinates the African Youth Human Rights
Defenders Network, a network of young activists and organizations advancing the rights
of young people in their diversity across the African continent.
The TRANET-Africa watch is a quarterly newsletter dedicated to highlighting the work,
impact and success of TRANET-Africa and to document human rights, social justice, civil
society and civic space issues across Africa. Specifically, the TRANET-Africa watch will
follow regular occurrences at the African union, regional economic blocks and at country
levels across Africa.
Among other critical issues of the TRANET-Africa Watch are to profile African social justice
defenders doing great work and highlight their work, create awareness about the works of
young people who are hardly recognized in frontlines of social justice and widening civic
space and a platform for young people to tell their stories of struggles at the frontlines in
Africa among others.

the ray of hope was upon us once more. As the Covid-19 Pandemic cast a shadow of
doubt over us, amidst the shadow were rays of positivitysaying it is possible…the availability of the online platforms that enabled us to come together virtually when the
covid-19 restrictions had dealt a blow to our physical presence.
The Annual General Meeting is a space for the organization and her members to reflect
on the previous years, examine the challenges, rethink the future and create new strategies.
During the AGM 2021, TRANET-Africa was blessed with a vibrant team of young yet
talented board members who will steer the organization for the next two financial
years 2022/2023-2023/2024.
Among the key developments from the AGM were the amendments to change the
financial year from 1st January - 31st December to 1st may -30th June of the next calendar
year. The number of board members was reduced from seven to five to minimize on
bureaucracy and minimize on operational costs among others.

NEW BOARD
2022/2023-2023/2024

Ms. Karungi Viola.
Chairperson

TRANET-AFRICA AT A GLANCE
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Ms. Nyadoi Joy Zereda
Treasurer

Other board
member to be
announced

The Annual General Meeting 2021

The year 2021, is one that goes down in history as one of most remembered years. In consonance with the need to foster compliance and corporate governance, after almost five
years of not being able to organize an Annual General Meeting (AGM), as the cloudsleared and sun shining brightest,

Mr. Vincent Uhega
Vice Chairperson

Ms. Sylvia Katooko
Board member

Mr. Ekakoro Fredrick Etoori
Board secretary
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OUTGOING BOARD

yet vital resources to quickly respond to timely, yet unforeseen factors and circumstances
that seek to constrict civic space, human rights and foster corruption among others. This
initiative is still in the pretesting stages and is aimed at supporting social justice activists
who identify urgent social justice issues that need urgent counter action to address the
matter. While the fund was started with a zero budget and has not yet attracted any
funding, we call on partners, well-wishers and donors to support this initiative. This
initiative brings hope that many social justice leaders especially the young grassroots
leaders who struggle with access to funding and face discrimination the basis of being at
the grassroots and not easily being connected to the outside world.

Mr. Jomeo Richard
Chairperson

Ms. Owashaba Caroline
Vice Chairperson

Ms. Deborah Auma
Treasurer

INSIDE OUR STRATEGIC PLAN 2020-2030
In 2018 we started a journey to put in place a robust and strategic direction for the organization. Through a series of internal and external consultations, we came up with the
2020-2024 strategic plan which underwent several revisions to what is now known as
the 2020-2030 strategy. This strategic plan is the second in the life of the organization
and is aimed at instituting both internal and external reforms in terms of governance,
management, programming, external communications, financial management and resourcing and strengthening mutual partnerships.
Ms. Viola Karungi
Board Member

During this strategic period, the organization will focus and build on the existing programme priorities closely interlinked and interrelated to enhance our relevance and impact.

1. Human Rights Defenders, Civic Space and Digital Governance Programme

Through this programme TRANET-Africa seeks to continue the work on human rights
defenders and civic actors that it has been doing for the last five years and going forward,

Ms. Edna Akullo
Board Member

Ms. Susan Okae-Idoru
Board Member

The Crisis Rapid Response Fund (CRRF)

Mr. Ekakoro Fredrick Etoori
Board Secretary

In 2020, the world experienced the worst and perhaps most intriguing pandemic,
covid-19. Governments all over the world responded with several measures to curb the
spread. While well intentioned, the implications of these measures to the civic space and
the operating environment for civil society were loud yet silently destroying organizations.
The implication of the measures on human rights were unbearable… corruption among
state actors became a normal issue and accountability for the resources received on behalf
of the public has been a myth with states silencing anti-corruption activists and human
rights defenders through intimidation, harassment and even at worst arrest and torture.
This manifestation means that there is need for civil society and social justice actors to
always be prepared to respond to such factors. It is on that background that TRANET-Afric
thought of the crisis rapid response fund to enable civic actors gain access to small,
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we seek to deepen understanding and address the structural challenges for human rights
defenders, shrinking civic space and enhance digital governance. Human rights defenders
can effectively undertake their mandate in a digital era if they have not sufficient skills &
knowledge to maneuver the ever evolving digital spaces as well rising digital security
concerns in the cyber spaces amidst very skyrocketing government legislation that seeks
to criminal online advocacy, assembly and expression.
We will continue to enhance research to deepen understanding of human rights defenders
(social justice actors), enhance the capacities of human rights defenders to design and
undertake effective advocacy strategies both online and offline, strengthen our cross
exchange initiative for human rights defenders especially young people at risk, and foster
their digital capacities to respond to online civic space challenges and cyber security for
mostly grassroots human rights defenders. We will undertake regular policy analysis to
examine government legislation and how they affect the work of civic actors and develop
alternative policy recommendations among others.

2. Civil Society Strengthening and Resourcing

The civic space legislation and increased regulation of civic society actors has a bearing
on resourcing for civic action. With the uncertain times, the donor environment has
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IMPACT OVERVIEW

become even more volatile and African countries have not made such policy reforms to
create a fertile ground for local giving amidst the existing tax regimes. TRANET-Africa
seeks to continue deepening understanding on the philanthropy landscape and the policies that be and engage in rigorous policy engagements with relevant actors to foster
local giving. We will continue to strengthen our research initiatives aimed at understanding the challenges to African civil society organizations and devise strategic approaches
to foster their impact. We will continue to strengthen the crisis rapid response fund and
the strengthening fund aimed at enabling civic actors to respond quickly to human rights
challenges that may be caused by unforeseen, urgent and pressing issues that might affect
the work of civil society and human rights defenders and enhance the capacities of civil
society to survive beyond unforeseen circumstances respectively. We will continue to
hold the annual youth civil society symposium to continue offering a platform for young
people in the region to network, dialogue and share knowledge on the civic challenges,
how to respond to government legislation, enhance civil society credibility and accountability and to provide a platform young civil society leaders to recover from the psychological challenges of frontline work for especially those at most risk.

TRAINING

3. Leadership Development and Cross Exchange

RESEARCH AND ADVOCACY

To be able to effectively run, manage and implement key social interventions, civil society needs the relevant leadership skills to be able to run and manage their organizations
and meet the needs of the public they support, work with, represent and or benefit.
Therefore through this initiative, TRANET-Africa will continue to build capacities of especially young civic actors to build their capacities in the human rights based development
and advocacy, organizational development, strategic planning, corporate governance
and accountability among others. We will design different leadership needs for different
civic actors across the region. We will undertake an annual leadership building camp for
at least 30 civic actors across the region and provide continuous mentoring among
others.

4. Research, Documentation and Campaigning for Social Justice Programme.

Research is a critical component for development and social justice advocacy. Our
research is aimed at generating knowledge and information relevant and critical for civic
actors to be able to make informed advocacy decisions to ensure increased civic participation and campaigning for social justice. Social injustice is perpetrated by closely interlinked factors ranging from political, social, traditional and religious among others and
understanding how they work and foster social discrimination, oppression and social
injustice will depend on how much time and resources are dedicated to enhancing
understanding of the various facets. TRANET-Africa will continue to deepen knowledge
to inform robust advocacy initiatives as well as build the capacities of member organizations, partners and beneficiaries to design and undertake social research in their respective areas to inform their advocacy especially at the grassroots levels.

TRANET- Africa offered trainings both in the offices of beneficiary organizations, at our
offices in Kampala and at certain locations across the country. In Uganda between 2017 and
2021, over 100 civil society leaders have received training in organizational development
and corporate governance, strategic planning, project design and proposal writing and 25
human rights defenders have been provided with training on, digital security, while in Tanzania and Kenya 10 and 2 youths have benefited respectively. Over half of these beneficiaries have been able to utilize the knowledge gained from the training to strengthen governance, strengthen financial management systems, conduct resource mobilization and foster
communications with the public.
Our training and capacity building approaches are designed in a way to meet the needs of
our target population and consumers through soliciting for expression of interest through
calls for capacity building and conducting periodic capacity needs assessments to identify
the needs of potential beneficiaries. Once identified TRANET-Africa either undertakes the
training at our office, in a chosen venue or at the offices of the organization in need of
training or at a chosen venue by the coordinating organization.
Research and the contribution of advocacy efforts in most times is challenging to quantify
since even the individuals and institutions that utilize your knowledge won’t be able to
acknowledge that your advocacy was relevant in informing certain policy reforms. However, in spite of that, TRANET –Africa has published six research reports and three policy briefs
developed and circulated to influence social policy. Considering that our researches are
always in-depth and timely, we are convinced that our researches and advocacy have been
able to create relevant reforms at national, regional and international levels as well as
within the civil society. For instance we are aware that several human rights defenders institutions in a number of countries have been able to institute youth forums or working committees on youth human rights defenders especially after the publication of our continental
report on youth human rights defenders. We are also aware that some national human
rights defenders organizations have published reports on youth human rights defenders
with information published not being very different from what we published in our Africanyouth human rights
defenders perspectives 2019 that
was published in May 2020. We
are therefore convinced that much
as it might be difficult for these
institutions to acknowledge this
fact, we are flirted that we are
leading and they are following.

Mr. Javier Sanjuan (second from left) poses for a photo with Mr. Ekakoro Fredrick Etoori (3rd
from left) after a consultative meeting between TRANET-Africa and OHCHR in Kampala, Ugand
on the 16th October 2019 on issues of YHRDs
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For instance, due to our constant reference to the UN Youth Strategy 2018 under priority number four where the un pledges to protect young human rights defenders and our
engagement with some OHCHR officials on the same issue, the office of the un youth
envoy initiated the global coalition on youth, peace and security where TRANET-Africa
is a member to the protection working group of the global coalition on youth peace and
security. After the publication of our continental report on youth human rights defenders, the office of the UN Secretary General’s envoy on Youth commissioned a global
study to establish challenges of young people in civic spaces. In the acknowledgement
section, TRANET-Africa is acknowledged as one of the organizations that supported the
research process.

security training, strategic planning and resources among others. These now operate
their organizations in their own offices and in their respective places and used the knowledge gained to strengthen their organizations.

IMPACT BY PROGRAMME
The Leadership Building Initiative

MEDIA AWARENESS
Three talk shows held in two radio stations, featured in several radio new bulletins
across the country. Using social media to reach and spread the gospel of social justice.
Over 10,000 people reached online in the last five years. Featured in a news article in
the New Vision Newspaper on human rights, Gender Based Violence (GBV) and

HRD PROTECTION, TEMPORARY RELOCATION & REFERRALS
With co-funding from some of our partners, TRANET-Africa has offered temporary relocation support to five human rights defenders from Uganda at most risk as a result of
their legitimate and peaceful human rights advocacy and referred over 10 human rights
defenders facing various challenges ranging from personal security, digital security
among others. Seven of these referrals have been supported by the organizations
referred to directly. However, TRANET-AFRICA is seeking to minimize referrals as most
times it is bureaucratic, exposes the applicants to potential further security breach and in
the processes exposing the applicant to potential imminent harm due to delay. Therefore, TRANET-Africa is strengthening resourcing to collect the requisite resources to provide direct financial and other needs support to human rights defenders at risk. We are
calling on partners to support our initiative to foster provision of protection to human
rights defenders especially those advancing anti-corruption efforts, accountability and
widening civic space.

Participants attending the inaugural leadership
Training at our Office in Kampala, Uganda

Formerly the Start and Improve
Your Career Programme, this programme was started in 2018 as
part of continuation of strengthening especially youth civil society and as part of the outcomes
of the Youth Civil Society Symposium held in July 2018. with the
aim to provide a platform to
young budding civil society leaders, activists and researchers a
platform to learn, network and
recover from distress for those
who have been through turbulent times, the initiative has so far
provided capacity building

In the current setting, the civil society space has become saturated and requires new
organizations to have compelling and very innovative ideas. Therefore organizations or
people intending to start organizations need to deepen research and widen their knowledge to be able to bring into use innovative solutions to existing programmes. This however comes with a lot of costs and needs that most times young people do not have.
TRANET-Africa solves this problem by providing working space for not only new organizations, but for civil society leaders who want to learn and could be facing some threats
in their communities. As a result, between 2017 and 2019 until when Covid-19 restrictions were issued in Uganda, TRANET-Africa has provided working space for 10 youth
civil society leaders, provided them with capacity building, digital

to 40 young men and women. Through this initiative, participants learn digital security, designing and implementing effective advocacy initiatives, human rights documentation, strategic planning, mental wellbeing and emotional intelligence, resource mobilization among others. Beneficiaries of this initiative have been our staff, volunteers,
partners and those selected from the general public. Formerly called start and Improve
Your Career programme was rebranded to the Africa Leadership Building Initiative.
This is an annual programme meant to benefit at least 30 young men and women
yearly. To date the programme has supported since 2020, this initiative has not been
implemented due to the Covid 19-disruptions along the way.
Impact of the programme recorded
• One used the knowledge of strategic planning, financial planning and project design
to start an organisation.
• One in Uganda used knowledge to start her business
• One has used the knowledge gained to foster her networking and getting elected
into key governance positions for about two organizations
• Six are currently employed in key positions in key national and local organizations
in Uganda
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WORKING SPACE.

NATURE OF SUPPORT PROVIDED BY TRANET-AFRICA

SUPPORT BY GENDER PROVIDED BY TRANET-AFRICA
THE HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS PROGRAMME
The human rights defenders programme provides support to human rights defenders
with temporary relocation, digital security capacity building, personal/ physical safety,
policy analysis and advocacy on the laws and frameworks that hinder or foster the
work of human rights defenders in Uganda and across the region. TRANET-AFRICA
pays much attention to human rights defenders advancing anti-corruption, accountability, and women’s rights, migrant workers human rights defenders among others
because we believe that social injustice is perpetuated by lack of proper accountability
in government service delivery, embezzlement of public resources and discriminative
appropriation of public resources and discriminatory tendencies in selecting beneficiaries of public services. Through the programme, TRANET-Africa hosts and coordinates
a network of young human rights defenders across the African continent. The African
Youth Human Rights Defenders Network has four key thematic areas under which
members connect with and advance their work and these are; Sexual and reproductive
health rights, student human rights defenders, accountability, transparency and
anti-corruption activists, young women’s rights.
The network provides a platform for youth human rights defenders to network, share
experiences and devise strategies to advance collective efforts and stand in solidarity
with youth human rights defenders when they are at risk.

CIVIL SOCIETY STRENGTHENING AND RESOURCING
A. YOUTH CIVIL SOCIETY SYMPOSIUM
The Annual Youth Civil Society Symposium is a platform for youth civil society leaders to
network, learn and share knowledge, deliberate on the shrinking civic space and forge
ways on how to respond to the effects caused by declining civic space. It is also a platform for youth civil society leaders to heal from the psychological traumas of the frontline work especially for those who are under threat and are facing serious security risks
as a result of their legitimate and peaceful work and have not benefited from existing
protection mechanisms. The symposium offers youth civil society leaders to discuss, learn
and invigorate issues of corporate governance, accountability and transparency as means
of fostering youth CSO legitimacy, resourcing and access to funding among others. Participants further build their capacities on pressing issues such as physical, personal as well as
digital security and cyber harassment for female youth civil society leaders.
B. MEMBERSHIP SUPPORT
TRANET-Africa provides support to her member organizations in various ways through
capacity building, networking, resourcing and financing when funds are available.
C. CONVENING OF HER VOICE FUND GRANTEES CONSULTATIVE MEETING IN
UGANDA, 2018.
On the 10th October 2018, TRANET-Africa supported a consultative and knowledge
sharing meeting for the Her Voice Fund grantees from Uganda held in Kampala. The
meeting was aimed at creating a platform for grantees to discuss what challenges they
had faced during the implementation of the projects that were supported by her voice
fund, agree on possible ways how the fund could be made better and to benefit many
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people and how to counter the challenges encountered during the implementation of
the projects.

Specifically, TRANET-Africa coordinated the consultations with Youth Human Rights Defenders in Africa. The report was later published in 2021.

At the end of the meeting, participants agreed that the fund is excellent and that they still
needed the money since it works for the recipients due to the nature of the recipients
and much hustle free application requirement.

To download and or view the report kindly click here https://tranetafrica.org/sites/default/files/Downloads/African%20Youth%20Human%20Rights%20Defenders%20%20Report%202019.pdf

Participants noted that the model works well for new community initiatives addressing
the issues affecting young girls and hence need to be maintained or improved. Therefore, they agreed that the fund should be able to build their capacities by increasing the
fund- hence making it better at least three fold from the current 2,000 US dollars.

• REPORT ON CIVIL SOCIETY AND HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS- UGANDA, TANZANIA AND KENYA
In late 2021, following the suspension of many civil society in Uganda by the national
NGO bureau, TRANET-Africa commissioned a study to understand the effects of government legislation on the governance of civil society and operating environment for
human rights defenders in Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania. This report is a comparative
report analyzing the pros and cons of the legislation in the three countries.

Overall the outcome of the meeting was geared towards strengthening the fund so it is
able to provide sustainable project implementation support to recipient organizations,
enable organizations realize both short and long term project impact as opposed to the
one-off funding that had been provided in the first phase of the Fund’s cycle.
TRANET-Africa provided both technical and financial support towards the success of the
meeting by providing the venue, refreshments and developing the position paper upon
which the advocacy for sustainability of the funding initiative was premised on.
Consequently, a policy paper for the fund was developed by TRANET-AFRICA based on
what the grantees observed and agreed. Today, the fund was increased to significant
amount, provides preferably longer funding as opposed to the short term funding and
provides administration costs to some extent.

RESEARCH, DOCUMENTATION AND CAMPAIGNING FOR
SOCIAL JUSTICE
RESEARCH REPORTS
• YOUTH HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS REPORT 2019
In May 2020, TRANET-Africa published the first ever continental report titled, “African
Youth defenders Perspectives 2019” a report documenting the situation of youth human
rights defenders, the operating environment and the obstacles. The report contains case
studies of Uganda and South Sudan. In Uganda the report analyzes the impact of the
NGO Amendment act 2016 and the NGO Regulations 2017 and how they affect the
rights of youth human rights defenders. In South Sudan, it documents the suffering of the
youth Human Rights Defenders in the Red Card Movement (RCM).
In the same year, TRANET-Africa as a member of the Youth Peace and Protection Working Group Coordinated by the office of the UN Secretary General’s Envoy on Youth supported the documentation of the first ever Global Report on Protecting Youth in Civic
Space by the office of the UN Secretary Generals Envoy on Youth that was conducted in
2020 and published in 2021.
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• REPORT ON THE SITUATION OF MIGRANT WORKERS IN THE MIDDLE EAST
In early 2022, TRANET-Africa together with the migration network- global undertook a
study to understand the situation of migrant workers in the middle east to invigorate the
factors making human rights violations of migrant workers in the gulf corporation council to persist, examine the existing laws and well as legal advancement in regard to the
rights of migrant workers in the middle east and establish the most pressing challenges
that migrant workers face.
• REPORT ON COVID-19 AND YOUTH CIVIL SOCIETY IN UGANDA
TRANET-Africa conducted an analysis to examine the effects of covid-19 to youth civil
society in Uganda in 2020.
• REPORT ON GBV IN LEARNING COMMUNITIES IN UGANDA
In August 2018, TRANET-Africa conducted a study to understand the effects of Gender
based violence in learning communities in Uganda on the young girls, the situation of
student leaders and human rights defenders to defend human rights and their operating
environment and relationship between HIV/AIDs and gender based violence and how
the interlinked factors create a dangerous environment for learners as well as human
rights defenders.
This research and trainings were conducted in the four
regions of Northern Uganda, eastern Uganda, western
Uganda and central. In Western Uganda the consultation was conducted in partnership with Action for
Youth Development (ACOYDE), in Eastern Uganda,
the consultation was conducted in partnership with
Life Watch Foundation Uganda (LIWAFU) and held at
Mr. Nahaima Tom, then Director of StudManjasi High School in Tororo District. In Northern, ies in Manjasi High School poses for a
Uganda, the consultation was conducted at St. John group photo with participants in the
Eastern Uganda Consultation Forum
Paul II College Memorial in Gulu City.
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on possible alternative development approaches/ models that can be explored in the
midst of shrinking donor support towards CSOs, growing youth CSO community, declining provision and creation of jobs by government and an ever skyrocketing private
sector. Through the platform it was expected that the Donor agencies operating in
Uganda as well as other CSO actors can learn and or get the experiences and challenges
that youth organizations face so as to help donors to reexamine their approach on how
to deal with the youth and youth led/ focused organizations in Uganda.
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Participants at the Northern Uganda Consultation Forum pose for a group photo

The consultations in Gulu, Tororo and Mbarara districts brought participates from
schools in northern Uganda, eastern Uganda and western Uganda respectively. The consultations in central Uganda and the national consultative forum were held in our office
in Kampala Uganda. These consultations culminated into a report and regional networks of students leaders and human rights defenders.
e consultations concluded with a
national dialogue were student leaders
and human rights defenders from four
universities as well as student leaders
from some select secondary schools in
Uganda participated.
Outcomes of the consultations and
research were shared with key policy
makers such as ministry of Education.
Some of the participants at the national consultative forum pose for a group photo
• 1st YOUTH CIVIL SOCIETY SYMPOSIUM REPORT
In 2018, TRANET-AFRICA conducted the first ever symposium for youth civil society
‘’donor aid and civil society driven development in a capitalist era, where is the place of
the youth?” The purpose of the Symposium was to create a platform through which
youth led/founded/focused organizations and young people can engage with government agencies in Uganda, other youth, donor agencies, multilateral agencies, diplomatic
missions, CSOs and the private sector among others to deliberate on ways through
which aid/funding can be strengthened to benefit youth organizations and also invigorate debate
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Consequently, as a result of the symposium, a result detailing the outcome of the symposium was developed. The report among others offers ways through which youth civil
society can strengthen their organizations and enhance access to resource, what donors
need to do to respond to the varied needs of the youth civil society and what government need do to create an enabling environment for civil society. All these were captured from the discussions at the civil society symposium. The view report of the first edition of the youth civil society symposium, kindly visit this link
https://tranetafrica.org/sites/default/files/Downloads/Youth%20Civil%20society%20Symposium%20report%202018.pdf

RESEARCH/ POLICY PAPERS
• POLICY BRIEF ON LEGISLATION ON CIVIL SOCIETY IN UGANDA
This policy brief is a consequence of the study on the effects of government legislation
on the governance of civil society and the operating environment for human rights
defenders. It examines the NGO amendment act of 2016 and its regulations of 2017. It
provides what government, civil society and other actors need to do address the constricting civic space in Uganda
.
• DEVELOPING ALTERNATIVE FUNDING POLICY PAPER FOR HER VOICE FUND
2018TRANET-Africa supported a consultative meeting for the Her Voice Fund grantees
from Uganda in 2018 held in Kampala aimed at devising mechanisms to strengthen the
fund so it is able to provide sustainable project implementation support to recipient
organizations enable organizations realize both short and long term project impact as
opposed to the one of funding that had been provided in the first phase of the funds
cycle. TRANET-Africa provided both
technical and financial support towards
the success of the meeting by providing
the venue, refreshments and developing the position paper upon which the
advocacy for sustainability of the funding initiative was premised on.

Her Voice Fund Advisor guides grantees on how to position their organizations to be able to attract
bigger funding as Her Voice Fund Ambassador Ms. Nakato Martha Clara takes notes
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Her voice fund ambassador (center) poses
for a photo with the Executive Director of
TRANET-Africa (right) and another participant after the meeting

During the consultative meeting, grantees noted that the funding was not sustainable
and that it provided very small amounts that hardly catered for administrative costs, the
life cycle of the projects were usually very short
ranging from one month to two month and at
most three months, the funding was one of and
that the donor would not provide money to
support the sustainability of the project. Using
the information generated from the meeting,
TRANET-Africa supported the Her Voice Fund
Ambassador in Uganda to develop a policy
paper aimed at informing further implementation approaches of the Fund. Her Voice Fund
today gives a significantly higher amounts as
Representatives of Her Voice Fund
opposed to what it was providing before and
recipient organizations pose for a
gives funds to continue with the sustainability of
photo with Her Voice Fund Ambassathe projects so as to be able to realize impact
dor of Uganda Nakato Martha Clara
that the projects have had on beneficiaries and
(left)
the communities.
Her voice fund increases the money to
The position and policy paper provided for the lead to effect: it was a general consenfollowing to be able to make the fund better;
sus that the money awarded need be
Her voice fund continues to scale up the already increase since the amount given initialimplemented initiatives: participants proposed ly was small yet some organizations
and agreed that there is need to scale up the have a wider coverage and constitualready implemented activities so as to add ents. The other argument presented is
value to what has already been started and that, most of the beneficiaries of her
ensure that impact is realized since the time voice fund are majorly young organiframe for the activities implemented was small zations with most operating in comand also the money given wasn’t enough to munities as CBOs and have no syssupport follow up and monitoring process. This tems, and or capacity to compete for
means that, if the money is left at that amount, bigger funds with bigger organizations.
recipients are unlikely to realize impact and or Therefore increasing the amount could
even truck it.
widen the impact and also bene
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fit organizations that are doing a lot at the grassroots yet they are doing really tremendous work.
The organizations that have already benefited should receive funding for at least three
consecutive months and the money should be pushed to 5,000 dollars. Participants
noted that organizations that have already benefited should be subjected to a different
selection and evaluation criteria as opposed to first timers, but also ensure that the
amount they are to be given be raised to about 5000 dollars to enable them scale up
their activities.
Funding shifts from activity based to mini projects. Participants observed that the money
given is given for activities and therefore proposed that there is need make the money
mini project based to enable monitoring of the projects to establish impact. They noted
that activities once implemented without follow up, it would be difficult to truck
impact.
That Regular forums for the grantees be organized: there is need for regular forums for
Her Voice Grantees to enable them share experiences, learn from each other, get to
know each other better and form synergies for future implementation of activities.
A Coalition of her voice grantees be formed. Participants also noted that there is a need
to have the grantees form a coalition or consortium to enable them apply for bigger
funds that Her Voice Fund may not be able to meet.
Funding should be maintained so as to do more i.e. funding for six months or one year
and after that can then be possible of being given 2 years so as to be able to trace outcome/ impact i.e 15,000 dollars for one year and a half
• POLICY BRIEF ON LABOUR EXPORT IN UGANDA, 2016
In 201, as part of the return enslaved Uganda girls’ campaign, TRANET-Africa developed
a policy and position paper to demand for urgent actions to be undertaken by the government of Uganda to respond to the challenges of the women migrant workers in the
Middle East. The paper contains policy alternatives that the government can undertake
to address the problem of rampant labour export to the Middle East countries, demand
for justice for the affected migrant workers and enact a law to streamline labour export
among others. Click here to view and or download the paper.
https://tranetafrica.org/sites/default/files/Downloads/Position%20and%20Policy%20Paper%20on%20Labour%20Export_0.pdf
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RETURN ENSLAVED UGANDAN GIRLS CAMPAIGN

Consequently, the Uganda government responded by improvising a data base of
migrant workers in the Middle East containing the name of the migrant worker, contact
details of the employers, address of the employer, when the employment starts and
when it ends.
Furthermore, TRANET-Africa realizing that the problem of migrant workers’ rights
cannot be solved only at the country level, but through a multifaceted approach. WE
commenced the processes to earmark especially youth civil society organizations doing
the same and with the collaboration of Commonwealth Youth Division many more
members came on board. In 2017, TRANET-Africa participated in the Commonwealth
Youth Forum on the sidelines of the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting
(CHOGM) in London, UK. Through this Forum, TRANET-Africa contributed to the Declaration of the Youth Forum on issue of migration, migrant rights among others.

PROVIDING SUPPORT TO THE GLOBAL MIGRANT
NETWORK (GLOMINET)
Executive Director of TRANET-AFRICA, Ekakoro Fredrick Etoori (third from both sides)
hold placards with advocacy messages on the day of the launch of the campaign,
Return Enslaved Ugandan Girls on the 12th August 2016.
On the 12th August 2016, TRANET-Africa launched the campaign dubbed “Return
Enslaved Ugandan Girls’’. A campaign to call for the repatriation of migrant workers
stranded in the Middle East, call on Uganda government to enact an act of parliament
to streamline labour export business in Uganda, migrant workers who were trafficked
and or suffered get justice, government establishes a database for jobs and employers, a
data base of Uganda migrant workers in the embassies of Uganda in the middle east
among others. as part of that campaign we developed a policy brief and among recommendations were that before people leave the country, embassies of Uganda should
ascertain if the mentioned jobs are available, who is offering them, where do they reside
and what are their contacts for purposes of security of the girls and boys and a data base
indicating who has entered the country, how, when, from which part of the country,
who are their parents, next of kin, who is employing them, what their contact and physical address details, names and others so as to enhance easy monitoring of rescue processes. The data base should indicate and show the number of people (Ugandans) in a
specific overseas country, when they arrived and when their employment contract and
visas are meant to expire for the purposes of helping them return to the country. The
data base should also show which company brought that person, how much was he/she
supposed to earn among others.
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Since 2016, TRANET-Africa has been doing work on the issue of labor export, migrant
workers’ rights, and consolidating the efforts and capacities of migrant workers human
rights defenders to advance collective effort. In 2017, TRANET-Africa starting mobilizing
human rights defenders advancing the rights of migrant workers across the globe and
formed what is now known as the migration network-global. This group has members
from Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Guyana, UK and the Gambia among others.
As part of the Research, Documentation and Campaigning for Social Justice programme,
TRANET-Africa believes that working with this group will contribute to lasting solutions
for the migrant workers and migrants in their diversity.
As a consequence, on the 7th of May 2022, the Global Migrant Network launched an
online campaign dubbed, ‘Migrant workers matter, end modern slavery campaign’
aimed at calling on the Gulf Corporation Council countries to institute significant policy
reforms especially to abolish and or drastically reform the Kafala System an exploitative
sponsorship system used in the Gulf Corporation Council to enshrine the rights of
migrant workers in their labour laws and constitute government agencies that will coordinate migrant workers among others. As part of the campaign, we are calling on FIFA
to have the world cup played in solidarity with migrant workers who have lost their
lives in the Middle East so as to have gulf corporation council countries take the issue of
migrant workers as a very serious issue.
As part of the campaign, proposals to the First International Migration Review Forum
2022 were developed and circulated online. The proposals were downloaded over
forty times within three weeks, the twitter campaign reached about 2000 people on
twitter within three weeks and over 3000 people on Facebook in the three weeks prior
to the date of the International Migration Review Forum 2022.
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Notice; to learn more about the campaign and the proposals to the First International Migration Review Forum kindly
visit https://globalmigrationnetwork.wordpress.com
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"THE VOICES OF HOPE AND TALES
OF RESILIENCE"
VOICE OF YOUTH TANZANIA-(VOYOTA)

The Voice of Youth Tanzania is a youth focused and youth led organization whose major
focus is in four thematic areas; civic engagement and gender , sexual and reproductivehealth education, environment conservation and climate justice. Founded in 2012, theorganization has evolved into a leading youth focused and youth led organization in
Tanzania mainland on issues of youth participation in governance, sexual and reproduc
tive health, environment and climate justice. Over the years the organization has institut
ed Vijana clubs in schools, is providing working space for youth human rights defendersand fostering advocacy and policy analysis on issues of youth rights among others.
VOYOTA is one of our members that benefited from our capacity building initiatives in
strengthening civil society. It has been equipped with knowledge on digital skills, strate
gic risk intervention, corporate governance, project design and proposal writing among
others.
The Executive Director of the organization, Mr. Vincent Uhega, who is currently the Vice Chairperson Board of Directors thanked TRANET-Africa for lifting
them up technically.
The Executive Director of the organization, Mr. Vincent Uhega, who is currently the Vice Chairperson Board of Directors thanked TRANET-Africa for lifting
them up technically. “Previously, we
were doing things anyhow. We were
doing almost each and everything.
However,

ever since we became a part of
TRANET-Africa, we have not remained
the same. We have learned how to
design and undertake strategic interven- Executive Director TRANET-AFRICA Ekakoro
Fredrick Etoori (left) poses for a photo with
tions, conduct policy analysis and
the Executive Director VOYOTA, Vincent
design effective advocacy strategies.
Uhega at their offices in Arusha, Tanzania
Looking where
we are today ever since TRANET-AFRICA started offering us technical support, we have
not remained the same. There has been significant change in our capacities and in the
way we do things. We thank TRANET-Africa.” Mr. Vincent narrates to a TRANET-Africa Staff.
Mr. Vincent says, that ever since they became more organized they have moved from a
community a thinking organization to a national focused organization and influencing
youth policy issues though their interventions continue to target the communities.
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“We extend our sincere thanks to the management of TRANET-Africa for choosing as
one of their partners and extending these technical support to us. We look forward to
continuous collaboration” he stated further.

MARY GRACE AMEK- YOUNG INSPIRED
UGANDA
In early September 2019, Mary Grace
Amek the founder Young Inspired Uganda
a not-for- profit organization operating in
Lira and Kwania districts in the Northern
part of Uganda received death threats
allegedly from the District Police Commander of Lira District and the Regional
Police Commander of Aswa Region for
advocating for and defending the rights of
widows to own land in Lira, Agago and
Kwania. With the increased security problems, she had to seek for a temporary relocation away from her place of residence.
“My name is Mary Grace Amek and
Founding Executive Director of Young
Inspired Uganda (YIU). TRANET-AFRICA
has empowered me with skills that helped
me start and grow YIU. Through YIU, I
have and continue to create awareness
through the radio talk shows, public gatherings and within the constituency where I
contested for the position of Woman
Member of Parliament.

‘’I was at risk, was receiving death threats
from various people. I reached out to
many organizations to help me, but it
was all in vain. When I contacted
TRANET-Africa they tried all they could
and helped me get support from one of
their partners and I was offered temporary relocation by them.’’

With capacity building from TRANET-Africa, I have and continue advancing women’s sexual and reproductive health rights
(both old and young) and women’s land
rights.
In 2019 while my life was at risk due to my women’s rights advocacy, I was offered temporary relocation by TRANET-Africa to Kampala. as a result of the relocation, I stayed
away from danger where I continued to do my work silently and also used that opportunity to recover from the psychological trauma I was going through due to the threats
and being worried of receiving help since I had tried a number of institutions that didn’t
help me. However, when I contacted TRANET-Africa, they helped me out. I stayed away
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from the enemies who don’t want to hear my awareness and by the time i returned, the
situation had claimed down. Therefore, I am now back doing my work reenergized.
Some radio stations that had feared to host me as a result of the threats have given me
access to the studios. I am grateful to TRANET-Africa for the help they offered me and I
hope they will continue to strengthen our capacity as an organization.”

COMMUNICATIONS
TRANET-AFRICA IN THE MEDIA

CHARLES DONALDSON OGIRA- YOUTH
FORUM FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE –ABIM
Charles Donaldson Ogira is the Founder and
Executive Director of the Youth Forum for
Social Justice- Abim, a Youth-led Community
Based Organization (CBO) in the North Eastern
Uganda District of Abim. Youth Forum for
Social Justice provides support to grassroots
human rights defenders with digital skills training, environmental advocacy, among others. In
2019, Charles was a beneficiary of TRANET-Africa’s Cross Exchange Initiative with co-funding
from some of our partners. ‘’I was once relocated to TRANET-Africa last year (2019) when the
threats against me were very tempting and I
was exhausted to continue with my work in
Abim. While at TRANET-Africa I was provided
with working space, technical capacity building,
digital security training and policy analysis
among others. With direct technical support
from Ekakoro Fredrick the Executive Director.
Since I was attached to the human rights
defenders department, I provided support to
the organization in areas of strengthening the
Youth HRD Network. While on relocation, I
gained access to networking opportunities with
high profile organizations and human rights
defenders. By the time the relocation period
elapsed I had gained enough skills and had
recovered psychologically. The skills and the
networking opportunities I gained gave me
many connections that are now being helpful to
me and our organization in continuing our
work in Abim and beyond.’’
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In May 2020, KFM and
Capital FM in Uganda ran
the news of the launch of
the first ever detailed
report on youth human
rights defenders titled; ‘African youth defenders perspectives 2019’
TRANET-Africa conducted
two radio talk shows with
Mama FM in Kisasi Kampala in 2016 to create
awareness
about
the
‘return enslaved Ugandan
girls’ campaign and the
plight of migrant workers
in the Middle East.

’When threats against me
were on the rise and I
was exhausted to continue with my work, I was
offered temporary relocation
by
and
to
TRANET-AFRICA last year
(2019).’’
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In august 2018, TRANET- Africa conducted one talk show on East Fm in Tororo, Eastern
Uganda to discuss the issue of Gender Based Violence in schools and institutions of
higher learning and how they foster social discrimination in the academic setting and
later in the work places. An Article on the same issue was later published by New Vision
on the capacity building and consultation with Student leaders on Gender Based Violence (GBV).

TRANET-AFRICA IN THE SOCIAL MEDIA
AND ONLINE

reports portraying civil society actors as enemies of the state.

Fear of social justice champions to be isolated and retaliated upon

Human rights defenders advancing social justice are increasingly getting scared of pin
pointing corrupt officials and highlight lack of accountability at certain service delivery
levels by duty bearers due to fear of having to be isolated, blackmailed and at worst
even being exposed to harm or at the worst, death. There are public officials who take
note of individuals who speak about their lack of accountability in public dialogues,
radio and on the social media and later retaliate by ensuring their exclusion from certain
government services, frustrating their business and for those working even have them
removed from payroll.

Shrinking civil society space both within and outside the civil society

while civil society actors continue to be labelled as ‘enemies of the state’ for challenging
human rights violations perpetrated by state authorities against its citizens, advancing
accountability and anti-corruption, there is a worrying trend within the civil society itself
where well placed and financially stable organizations are constricting space for other
organizations. This practice place civil society as a whole at risk from the state as the state
gains more ground against disunited civil society.

LESSONS LEARNED

Documentation is important

Facebook: Facebook page continues to grow and currently has 1,297 likes and 1,328
followers. The page currently receives an average of 5 likes per day as of 20th June
2022.

CHALLENGES
Limited comprehension of human rights based approach, failure to appreciate
social accountability and state being fed with wrong Intel

There is apparent inability of duty bearers at most levels of the government to comprehend the mode of human rights based approach to development where rights holders
have the right to hold their leaders accountable. Therefore, most times, government
does not fully appreciate the concept of social accountability and many state functionaries tend to think that CSOs are against the state since they play a role of facilitating citizen participation in this process. In the end, some duty bearers tend to make intelligence
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Documentation especially impact reporting is a critical component of civil society work.
Lack of information limits the ability of civil society organizations to track and or monitor impact and or challenges. In the long run, civil society will not be able to information
strategic directions for their organizations since they will not have enough information
and evidence. This is detrimental to the future of civil society and civic space.

Direct Engagement with Government and intergovernmental
agencies is critical

Civil society plays a critical role in complementing the work of government and intergovernmental organizations. Since governments have formed regional economic blocks
and other intergovernmental organizations such as the African union, commonwealth
and United Nations among others where they make critical decisions as governments, is
critical to engage directly with these bodies to eliminate the thinking that civil society
organizations are enemies of the state. Therefore, while so doing, civil society need to
educate themselves by understanding the key decision points in the policy and governance processes within the countries so as to have a strong stakeholder understanding of
who makes what decisions, where when and how. It is therefore very important to have
allies within government or intergovernmental agencies who support the issue and are
willing to push for support at the policy level.
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Strategic and mutual Partnerships are essential

Mutually reinforcing and Strategic partnerships, coordination and collaboration are
important in advancing collective efforts, building synergies and addressing the challenges of limited resources. Mutual partnerships enable all those involved to benefit from a
number of ways and hence the civil society need foster this approach as opposed to
cocooning against some organizations and unfair competitions.

PICTORIAL

FUTURE PLANS

AFRICAN CIVIL SOCIETY LEADERSHIP CENTRE

TRANET –Africa has finalized plans to launch a leadership hub for civil society to
enhance the capacities of civil society organizations in Africa and deepen studies/ understanding of the challenges of African civil society, civic space and philanthropy among
others. The Centre will enable civil society to enhance organizational development, strategic planning, and corporate governance among others. The Centre is dedicated to
deepening understanding of the dynamics of philanthropy, aid and development in
Africa in response to shrinking foreign funding landscape and largely undeveloped philanthropic landscape in Africa. Depending on availability of funds, need and the motivation some participants will undertake courses at a free cost while others without sponsorship would have to pay. Resources generated from the Centre will be reinvested into the
organizations work to continue her work.
The inaugural, camp for this initiative is slated for November 2022. Interested applicants
can express interest via this email address. civilsocietyleadershipcentre@tranetafrica.org

Some of the student leaders and HRDs pose for a group
photo after the national consultative and training forum in
August 2018.

ANNUAL YOUTH CSO SYMPOSIUM 2022
In almost each country, three quarters of the civil society is comprised of youth led/
founded and or focused civil society organizations. The 2022 edition of Youth Civil Society Symposium (Aid and Development Symposium)is geared towards providing a platform for youth civil society leaders with history of security risks as a result of their peaceful and legitimate work to heal from the psychological traumas as a result of their frontline work, foster debate on the government legislation and their effects on the youth
civil society/ HRDs and forge ways through which to respond to the shrinking civic
space, discuss the leadership and governance challenges youth civil society organizations
face and how to address the challenges, deliberate on a regional protection framework
for (youth)civil society leaders and HRDs at risk and most importantly invigorate the
effects of covid-19 on the operations of civil society organizations and how to respond
to the negative effects.
To partner and or support this symposium, kindly send us an email via

partnerships@tranetafrica.org
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Our Northern Uganda focal point person then, Ms. Irene
taking participants through expectations
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Executive Director of ACOYDE pose for a group photo with
student leaders and HRDs from schools in Western Uganda
after the Consultative and Training Forum

TRANET-Africa representatives pose for a photo with human
rights officers Havier Sanjuan and Andrew Akutu of OHCHR
Uganda country office after a consultative meeting

Executive Director of
TRANET-Africa Ekakoro Fredrick Etoori
taking participants
through GBV and
human rights in a
learning community.
Student leaders and HRDs from secondary schools in Northern Uganda cheer during the consultative training Forum in
August 2018 at St. John Pope Paul II Memorial College in
Gulu City
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